Directions for Accessing Sample TITANium Courses & TITANium-in-a-Day ONLINE

For instructions to access TITANium-in-a-Day Online, please scroll down.

SAMPLE TITANium COURSES

Looking for ideas of how to use TITANium? Want to see different ways of presenting a concept or engaging students or organizing materials? Ever wonder about how others design their courses?

Here’s an opportunity to peruse some courses from different disciplines and colleges!

Sample courses that are currently available:

*FDC Sample WMST 205 (Online) – Priya Shah
*FDC Sample READ 290 (Online) – Joanne Greenbaum
*FDC Sample PHYS 301 (Online) – Greg Childers
*FDC Sample NURS 320 (Online) – Marsha Orr
*FDC Sample EDSC 304 (Online) – Vikki Costa/Kristen Shand

*These courses were recognized by the CSU Academic Technology Services as a “Best” Instructor Hybrid-Online Course for QOLT (Quality Online Teaching & Learning) Recognition.

FDC Sample EDSC 422S (Traditional +) – Kristen Shand
FDC Sample GEOL 310T (Online) – Brady Rhodes
FDC Sample EDSC 320(Online) – Vikki Costa
More to come!

A special thank you goes to the faculty who kindly shared their courses.

Overview of sample course collection

Some are completely online courses, others are “Traditional +” meaning that they are face-to-face courses but use TITANium to enhance instruction.

Once in a course, there are notes on the right that highlight particular features of the course.

Some elements such as student information or tests have been removed.

TITANium-in-a-Day ONLINE

Want to learn how to use TITANium at your own pace and place? Or maybe you know the basics but want to learn a little more...perhaps how to add a course banner or include a library block? This is for you!
**TITANium ONLINE**: The TITANium-in-a-Day Workshop is now available **ONLINE** with a self-enrollment option. This non-facilitated, self-paced workshop is designed to support self-directed faculty with intermediate technology skills to use TITANium to support traditional, blended, and online instruction.

**HOW TO ACCESS SAMPLE COURSES & TITANIUM-in-a-Day ONLINE**
Log into your portal and select the TITANium tab then the TITANium Communities button.

Add the Courses block to your Communities *My Home* page using these steps:

1. Click Customise this page (located in the upper right).
2. Click Add a block and select Courses.

In the Courses block, click the All courses... link.

In the Search courses box, type your search term, e.g. *fdc sample* (or *TITANium-in-a-Day ONLINE*). Click Go.
An extended list will appear. Select a sample course and a new page will appear with a button that says Enrol me. Click on it.

NOTE: TITANium (Moodle) originated in Australia. You will occasionally see words that are spelled differently than traditional American English (e.g., enroll for enrol).

If you see:

Error: A required parameter (id) was missing

Simply hit the back arrow and the course will appear.

If you would like to unenroll from a course, under Settings on the upper left, click on the Unenroll me from FDC Sample xxx.

TITANium will ask you if you really want to unenrol. Click Continue (and that immediately unenrolls you) or Cancel.

We hope you enjoy exploring the rich approaches to quality instruction using TITANium!
If you are interested in how to incorporate a variety of ideas into your courses, please enroll in TUG – TITANium Users Group Community by following the same enrollment instructions above but clicking on TUG instead.